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ABSTRACT

This study investigates whether managers of fixed-income Brazilian funds exhibit market timing abilities. We also

conduct a style analysis in order to check the main drives of return of these funds. Data goes from January 2003 to April

2016. Our results indicate that managers of FI funds in Brazil do not exhibit market timing abilities and that funds are

well classified.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite lots of research regarding the Brazilian stock market, just a few studies provide real insights on the functioning

of Brazilian fixed income markets. Understanding the theme in Brazil is not negligible: fixed income funds represent

ninety percent (90%) of all the assets of Brazilian investment funds (Vilella and Leal, 2008). Despite that, constant

inflationary pressures and the high interest rates level make Brazil a unique environment to study fund performance.

According to a recent Financial Times’ article on January 2016, Brazil was the fixed income trade of the year.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the performance of Brazilian fixed income (FI) Funds. Our objective is

twofold: first, we evaluate these funds’ performance based on Treynor and Masuy measure of market timing. Second,

we conduct a style analysis, as proposed by Sharpe (1992), in order to assess the main components driving a fund’s

return. Our data set contains 338 Brazilian FI funds and goes from January 2003 to April 2016. To our knowledge, this

is the study using the largest time span in Brazilian literature to assess FI funds’performance.

Just to give some figures, the total amount of fixed income investments in Brazil is R$2,7 billion. Debentures are the

most used capital-raising instrument by banks (see Table 1). Most part of fixed income funds’ holdings consists on

government bonds. For the period 2006-2016, average real interest rate in Brazil was five percent (5%) (see Graph 1).

In emerging market it was around two percent (2%), while in some developed countries it can reach negative levels. In

this sense, measuring timing ability of fixed income managers in Brazil has a lot to do with their ability to anticipate

interest rate movements.

Our results demonstrate that Brazilian fixed income funds’ managers exhibit negative market timing abilities, which is,

they consistently underperform the market.  Besides that,  our style analysis indicates that  funds are well classified:

government and private debt indexes account for the greatest amount of returns.

The  paper  proceeds  as  follows:  next  section  brings  the  theoretical  framework  regarding  market  timing  and  style

analysis. Third session describes our data set and econometric framework. Fourth session covers the results as well as

the theoretical explanations for the existence of negative market timing, followed by robustness checks. Concluding

remarks are on the fifth session.

2. PRIOR LITERATURE

2.1 Performance Measure: Treynor and Mazuy (1966)

There are more than a hundred ways described in the literature to measure performance. (Cogneau and Hübner, 2009).

According to Duarte (1996), there are two basic approaches for measuring the performance of a fund. The first consists

on asset selection ability, which is the comparison of the returns of a certain fund and the benchmark. The second relates



to  the  timing  ability  of  the  manager,  determining  whether  its  performance  is  due  to  skill  or  luck.  Measures  of

performance can be criticized for a variety of reasons: the problem of identifying an appropriate benchmark portfolio,

the possibility of overestimating risk because of market timing ability and the failure of informed investors to earn

positive risk-adjusted returns because of increasing risk aversion (Grinblatt and Titman, 1989). 

Most part of the studies assessing performance In Brazil deal with mutual funds (Pizzinga et. al (2007), Brito e Leusin

(2008)). Barros and Melo (2005) find no evidence of market timing ability for a sample of Brazilian pension funds from

1999 to 2001. Bases on the works of Fama (1978) and Jensen (1991), Malaquias and Eid Junior (2013) demonstrate

funds do not aggregate extraordinary value. Despite the fact that fixed income funds represent ninety percent (90%) of

all the assets of Brazilian investment funds (Vilella and Leal, 2008), there are only a few studies on the theme.

Measuring performance of fixed income funds in Brazil with traditional measures such as Sharpe’s can be difficult for

essentially two reasons: low volatility of FI funds and the fact that negative values can not be compared. (Securato,

Chára and Senger (1998). For the purpose of this study, we focus on the methodology proposed by Treynor and Mazuy

(1966).

The Treynor –Mazuy Measure, henceforth TM, is an absolute measure of performance. Is it used in order to describe a

manager’s ability to anticipate market factor evolutions, which is, their ability to  time the market. It consists on the

inclusion of a quadratic term on the conventional regression of Jensen (1968).

EX x=α+β EX M+δ EXM
2
+E , (a)

where EXx is the measure of excessive return of the fund and EXM is the excessive return of the market portfolio.

If the manager expects certain fixed income assets to have a superior performance, he would change the investment

portfolio in that direction, obtaining some differential return in relation to the market portfolio. (Brito, 2003) analyzes

Brazilian derivative funds based on Merton’s (1981) measure of market timing. The vast majority of the funds on his

sample exhibit no market timing ability. His sample consists on the third quarter of 1999.

Figure 1 demonstrates  the characteristic line of a fund that constantly outwits the market. In this sense, if the fund’s

returns are above market returns, its characteristic line will have a slope greater than one. Conversely, when a fund

underperforms the market,  this slop will  be lower than one. This is  essentially the idea behind Treynor & Mazuy

regression applied here: the quadratic component of the regression must be greater than zero in order for the fund to

outperform the market.



2.2 Style Analysis: Sharpe (1992)

The purpose of style analysis is to characterize a fund’s return by parameters of linear return models (Yoshinaga et al,

2009). According to Lucas and Riepe (1996), “returns-based style analysis is a statistical technique that identifies what

combination of long positions in passive indexes would have most closely replicated the actual performance of a fund

over a specified time period. The passive indexes selected typically represent distinct investment styles within particular

asset classes.”

Sharpe (1992) proposed a model to identify what is the fund’s exposition to selected asset classes. The benefit of this

methodology is that it helps one better understand the main drivers of FI funds’ returns. To put it simply, the equation is

Ri=∝i1F1+∝i2F2+∝¿Fn+εi , (b)

where R represents fund’s return and F are the factors in which the fund’s return can be decomposed.

Style analysis meets the major criteria for to measuring manager performance: “it is identifiable in advance, it is a

viable alternative, it is not easily beaten, and it is easily constructed” (Lucas and Riepe, 1996). It is a procedure of

categorization of financial assets aimed to understand portfolio allocation decisions. From the point of view of the

manager, style investing simplifies problems of choice allowing efficient information process. For the investor, applying

style  analysis  in  fixed  income funds  is  useful  because  their  managers  often  follow systematic  rules  of  portfolio

allocation (Barberis and Schleifer, 2003). Then, the shift of funds between asset classes will occur in response to private

information (Admati et. al, 1986). 

Schutt and Caldeira (2013) run a dynamic style analysis and demonstrate that the exposure to fixed income factors has

been increasing in Brazil. They cover the period that goes from January 2006 to October 2011. 

3. METHODOLOGY

The question under investigation is: do managers of fixed income funds in Brazil exhibit market timing abilities? Our

secondary question is: what are the main drives of return of Brazilian fixed income funds?

Data Source

Our primary source is Economatica. We collected information of 338 Brazilian FI funds, from January 2003 to April

2016, with the condition that their net worth was positive. We excluded funds-of-funds and gathered the following

information: fund’s quota, administration fee and type of fund. Fund Returns are adjusted for administration fee. To our

knowledge, this is the largest time span ever used to assess performance of fixed income funds in Brazil. 



As controls,  we use monthly data for Anbima’s IMA Indexes Group (IMA-B, IMA-C, IMA-S, IRF-M), Anbima’s

Debentures Index (IDA), SELIC rate and DI (interbank depositary rate), which is reduced by the average administration

fee of funds. Our time span is from January-2003 to April-2016, although IDA is only available from October-2011. In

this sense, our style analysis only covers the period from October-2011 to April-2016.

Before conducting performance analysis, fund returns were adjusted for average administration fee (0.6%). We use two

indexes as our benchmarks: DI and IMA-S. DI is the main fixed income index in Brazil, while IMA-S is a benchmark

for floating rate bonds which responds to the Selic rate.

Descriptive Statistics

For the whole period, funds’ average monthly return was 0.6% and 66% of funds have had a superior performance than

DI (adjusted for performance fee).

Top and bottom quintile are at the Appendix. It is worth mentioning that among top players, there are only two funds

from large Brazilian banks. Among worst performers, on the other hand, this number jumps to eight.

Regressions

Under the null hypothesis that managers do not exhibit market timing abilities, we run the following regression:

Ri ,t−(DI t−AdmFee t )=α+β (IMAt−(DI t−AdmFeet ))+γ ( IMAt−(DI t−AdmFee t ))
2
+εi ,t  (1)

To conduct style analysis, we proceeded with the following regressions, using both DI and IMA-S as benchmarks:

Ri ,t=α 1 IMAB t+α 2 IMAC t+α3 IRFM t+α 4 IMAS t+α5 IDAt+α6SELIC t+εi ,t  

(2)

Ri ,t=α 1 IMAB t+α 2 IMAC t+α3 IRFM t+α 4DI t+α 5 IDA t+α 6SELICt+εi , t  

(3)

4. RESULTS

Treynor and Mazuy regression results in Figure 3 demonstrate there is no evidence of market timing ability, as quadratic

coefficients are negative.1 Similar evidence is verified by Chen et al (2009), for a sample of american FI funds2. At first,

1 For multicollinearity tests, see Appendix.

2 Their results, however, are based on a larger sample: from January 1962 to March 2007.



negative market timing would indicate funds managers behave precisely in the opposite way of what is expected: their

funds would yield returns lower than the benchmark. These results, however, can come due to some methodological

issues, briefly explained in the next sub-section.

Style analysis results demonstrate that funds are  well classified: DI and IDA (or IMA-S and IDA) account for the

greatest amount of returns. As the first index relates to the bank market (or public debt market in the case of IMA-S)

and the second refers to corporate debt market, evidence demonstrates that funds are adequately classified. It is worth

mentioning that corporate bonds are not marked to market in Brazil, which poses challenges to accurately measuring

corporate bonds’ average return.

Banco Votorantim’s FI funds dominate the group of  best  performers.  Top five FI funds have an average monthly

performance of 2.5%. The five worst performers had an average monthly performance of -0.7%. The vast majority of

top and bottom quintile players are private credit funds.

4.1 Negative market timing puzzle

Some studies suggest that the existence of negative market timing can be explained by the existence of asymmetric

correlation, establishing that asset correlations are less strong in bull markets than in bear markets. Matallín et al (2009)

argue “it does not seem likely that informed managers time the market in precisely the opposite way”. Some of the

literature explanations they mention are summarized in Table 2. Some authors argue that unconditional models or higher

frequency data would solve the problem. Others argue that negative market timing coefficients are verified in practice

due to nonlinearity of payoff structure of options and option-like securities. Fixed income securities, however, do not

seem to fall under these explanations. 

4.2 Robustness Checks

In order to check whether  economic conditions account for the lack of timing abilities, we also ran market-timing

regressions for a sub-sample from 2012 to 2016. Results remain unchanged. It is interesting to note that when IMA-B

rates jumped, funds did not seem to anticipate the movement, which reinforces our evidences of no market timing

ability and can be seen on Graph 2. In order to check if style analysis is robust, equations (2) and (3) were ran for the

sub-period January 2014 to April 2016, which goes from reelection of President Dilma Rousseff to right before the

Senate’s Impeachment  Vote.  Even during  a  period of  significant  economic  and  political  turbulence,  style  analysis

remains unchanged.



5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our results demonstrate  that,  as an industry, managers  delivered inferior  returns  than the market.  Findings remain

unchanged when only sub-periods of the sample are used. Style Analysis, on the other hand, demonstrates that funds are

adequately classified. Our suggestions for further analysis include the study of what are the determinant factors for

market timing ability.
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9. TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1: Top five capital raising instruments in Brazil, as of May 2016

Capital raising instrument Amount (in billion reais)
Debentures 778

DI – Inter financial Deposits 528
CDB – Bank deposit certificate 520

Letra Financeira 415
LCI 188

Source: CETIP

Graph 1: Average real interest rates (yearly basis)
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Figure 1: Market timing and the characteristic line



Source: Treynor and Mazuy (1966)

Figure 2: Market timing – TM results



Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 – Style Analysis



Table 2: Explanations for the negative market timing puzzle and suggested improvements

Authors Rationale
Ferson  and  Warther  (1996)
and Ferson and Schadt (1996)

Traditional  measures  of  market  timing  are  based  on  unconditional
models. Conditional approach would avoid the puzzle.

Warther  (1995),  Ferson  and
Warther  (1996),  and  Edelen
(1999)

Investors’ inflows  anticipate  upward  markets,  so  if  managers  do  not
allocate these funds, cash holdings increase, which generates negative
market timing.

Bollen and Busse (2001) Higher  frequency  data  (daily)  would  help  in  not  finding  negative
coefficients.

Jagannathan  and  Korajczyk
(1986)

Negative  market  timing  exists  due  to  the  asymmetry  of  the  fund’s
holding assets. Payoff structure of options and option-like securities is
nonlinear.

Matallín-Sáez (2006) A benchmark that  proxies small  caps should be included,  in order  to
avoid the negative bias caused by omitting relevant benchmarks.

Source: Elaborated by authors

Figure 7: TM Robustness Check

Graph 2: IMA-B spike and market timing ability



Figures 8, 9 and 10 – SA robustness check



Multicollinearity Tests

VIF results are higher than 5. A high level of multicollinearity can be verified due to the use of a group of indexes that

correlates very highly. Regardless of relatively high values, we assume this does not have a significant impact in our

results.

Figure 11 – Collinearity Diagnostics

 
Tables 3 and 4 - Top and Bottom Quintile Players
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